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Project vision
Now at the end of its third year it is important to
reflect on how far we’ve come and what’s ahead.
We are fortunate to have secured an extension to
May 2022 which will allow us to further expand
our capital work programme and to carry out a
comprehensive assessment of our progress in the
last 4 years. This will also give us the opportunity
engage more people in our learning and practical
conservation activities.

Our ultimate vision is to create a more coherent and connected
chalk downland landscape, addressing fragmentation through:

• increasing existing habitats’ size and extent
(in locations where they historically existed)

• improving condition and
• linking areas through creation of corridors,
buffers and steppingstones.
This will improve the long-term viability of species populations,
especially in a changing climate.

In every walk with nature one receives far
more than he seeks.
John Muir.
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With such a short period of time to achieve such an ambitious vision it is imperative
that we work in collaboration with other organisations and the public by providing
support, training and resources to ensure the work needed to reach our vision is
continued far beyond the project’s end.
It is recognised that people are losing connection with their natural environment
and with it a lack of understanding and knowledge of the value of their heritage. For
the last three years we’ve been working to use Downland habitats and in particular
chalk grassland as a medium to engage and involve a wide range of audiences.
Chalk grassland is one of Western Europe’s most rich and diverse habitats, providing
an essential home to a wide variety of species unable to survive elsewhere. The
precious patches of chalk grassland that remain are an extremely important part of
our natural heritage and now more than ever there’s an urgent need to expand and
protect it for future generations to enjoy and appreciate.

The three main programmes to meet the project’s main are:
Managing, Learning About and Accessing the OCND.
Each programme has been developed specifically to not only offer new and
exciting activities for those already engaged with their local area but also
attract new audiences. The covid-19 pandemic has had dramatic effect on
how we engage with the public and our day to day working lives, this is
further discussed at the end of the report.
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Management
Land restoration volunteers
Year three saw the creation of the OCND Kent County Council corporate
volunteering programme (OCND CVP). The OCND CVP was set up in
response to the Boxley Warren Nature Reserve Friends Group disbanding.
The programme aims to continue the groups legacy through conservation
management of the site, while also contributing to the KCC’s heath & wellbeing
agenda by supporting staff to get out and active in nature.
Collectively through support from our partners, local community groups,
traineeships and the new OCND CVP, volunteers have contributed 729 days
of work during the third year. The volunteers have been delivering practical
conservation work where it is most needed, carrying out tasks such as clearing
scrub, hay raking, hedge laying and creating wildlife friendly areas in school
grounds. This is equivalent to over £46,980 contributed in kind.
Without volunteers the environmental sector would not be able to protect,
conserve and enhance habitats in such a meaningful way as it does now.
Follow the OCND on Facebook to keep up to date with all our volunteers
work.

(North West Kent
Countryside Partneship
volunteer group sitting on
outside steps)

(Volunteers removing scrub
with hand tools, Boxley
Warren Nature Reserve by
KCC Corp)

(Volunteers hedge laying,
Holly Hill)
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Land management activities
During the last year we have increased our number of capital sites from 18 to
22 as shown on the map below.
The amount of interest in our capital grants, connectivity fund and land
management packages has seen a remarkable increase. Seven Land
management packages have been awarded, with four going on to apply for
the connectivity grant.
The Connectivity Fund has awarded seven grants during year three, covering a
wide variety of habitat improvement activities including:
•
•
•
•

Hedge planting and restoration
Scrub clearance on chalk grassland
Wildflower verge creation in New Ash Green
Stock fencing and connection to a water supply to enable conservation grazing and
education
• Large scale scrub clearance on 4 grassland compartments at Walderslade Woods

This work equates to£51,000
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(Before, during and after, New Ash Green wildflower verges)

Grass verge, no flowers

Volunteers raking
scarifying grass verge

Pyramidal orchid and
other flowers blooming in
wildflower verge

Land surveying & monitoring
A total of 10 hedgerow surveys were carried out during the 2019 survey season.
Working with several partners we have developed an App to standardise data
gathering and processing, which can be downloaded onto any smart device. The
App has an interactive map, GPS capabilities, links to the survey guidance notes, has
an easy to use drop down form and can be synced directly to the OCND hedgerow
data set. It has been tested and is now ready to start collecting data during the
2020 survey season. We intend to donate it to conservation groups to enable future
surveys.
Chalk Grassland Condition assessments were carried out on three sites with one
additional site contributing their own data during the 2019 survey season. Three
sites have been surveyed during May 2020, and a further 12 sites are scheduled for
year four. All surveys will be repeated at the end of the project and compared to
show the sites’ progress.

(Volunteers Hedgerow Surveying,
Wrotham Water)

(Chalk grassland condition assessment,
Boxley Warren)
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Learning
Student Bursary and Traineeship
Two student bursaries have been awarded amounting to £3,617. Both bursaries
cover the cost of equipment otherwise unavailable to the students, the funds have
also helped to cover travel expenses, giving them greater accessibility to our large
project area.
Alex Hodges from Greenwich University was awarded a grant to determine the
presence of reptiles on the National Trust’s Wrotham Water SSSI. This study is now
completed, and we are awaiting the final results.
The second bursary was awarded to Rachael Thornley studying for a PhD at the
University of Reading. Rachael’s thesis focusses on assessing the condition of several
of our chalk grassland sites using botanical data collected through drones and
satellites. Rachael’s field work has been delayed due to the covid-19 pandemic but
we hope it’ll resume later this summer
Our conservation traineeship programme which helps graduates to gain a
wide range of skills, has seen two more trainees completing their placement at
Kent Wildlife Trust and Kent County Council. Early this year a third nine months
traineeship based at Trosley Country was awarded and we hope that our new
gradate will be able to start work later this summer.
www.oldchalknewdowns.org.uk/blog
Following the success of these traineeships, a nine-month paid conservation
traineeship position was created and awarded to Hannah Simmons. In total we
had 156 applicants and offered ten interviews, the skill level of the applicants was
extremely high and confirmed that more paid foundation roles are needed in the
sector. Hannah has already proven to be an asset to the team, and we look forward
to supporting her through her remaining time with us. To find out more about
Hannah and her role, check out Hannah’s blog.

(First successful traineeship recipients
looking at an identification sheet.
Jess and Andy)
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(Cuxton Primary School students testing out
the OCND Education Pack)

(Hannah, Conservation Trainee standing in a
field with her dog)

School seasonal workshops took place at Burham, Halling, Cuxton and Bredhurst
Primary Schools, with other schools set to join the scheme. 18 workshops were
delivered to 479 students. The OCND education pack has been trialled with positive
feedback from the teachers and students.
Chalk Discussion “Thank you, fantastic session! The children thoroughly enjoyed it!.”
Halling Primary School.
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OCND Education Pack is now available via the OCND website. The pack was
designed by Anna Outdoors and is full of creative resources and ideas for teachers,
practitioners and parents, inspired by the North Downs landscape.

(Education Pack, front cover, curriculum links page, colouring activity sheet)
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Plantlife’s ID Days continue to be a firm favourite with an average of 10 people
attending each course. Beetles on the Downs study day which took place at
Ranscombe Farm reserve, had high levels of praise from all attendees “Amazing!
Steph’s knowledge in brilliant. Thank you!”
Mapping is a key component of our work, but it can be very expensive and
complicated to master therefore we hosted a training session for volunteers and
partners on using QGIS which is a free to download mapping package. Our aim
is to promote the use if freeware so that more people and organisations can
confidently use this crucial tool for conservation.
Hedge laying workshop at Paddlesworth Farm. We had the privilege to have David
Sands from the Hedge Laying Association teaching our some of our partner site
owners and volunteers two different hedge laying techniques. The workshop was
so successful that we are planning more sessions for this coming winter.
Read the blog about the day from our trainee Andy.

(Hedge Laying Course)
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Promotion & Media
Blogs advertised via Facebook and hosted on our website have seen a good level of
engagement and we continue to get responses from our newsletters.
We have had success using the KCC intranet to market our corporate volunteering
days. Two sessions were delivered before lockdown and we plan to resume the offer
this autumn.
Two pop up stalls were held at Christ Church University. Stalls were also held at
Trosley Country Parks open day where we engaged with 50+ members of the
general public and the Medway Human Rights engagement day which resulted in
three new schools signing up to take part in school workshops.
Social media and volunteers have
contributed 729 days of work
during the third year. Volunteers
have contributed 729 days of work
during the third year. Volunteers have
contributed 729 days of work during
the third year. Direct communication
has proved to be the most effective
methods for promoting our activities.
We have seen a steady growth in
social media engagement with
Facebook and Instagram follower
numbers increasing. Facebook
followers have increased from 215
– 302 and page likes from 201 - 280.
We have seen a similar increase in our
twitter followers increasing from 379
– 468.
(Community Engagement Officer Lyndsay
behind OCND stall at the Medway Human
Rights Engagement Day)
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Feedback
Below is a small selection of the feedback collected at some of our events:
• Very informative and a great group to work with. Looking forward to doing some
surveys (Pollinator Survey Techniques)
• Really enjoyed this course - valuable aspects were learning about open data and
getting examples websites to obtain these and building maps and presenting
maps (QGIS Introduction Beginners)
• Thank you for a lovely day - Amelia, I liked looking for the things – Bella (Academy
of Cuxton School Session)
• All was good! Work on CPR was important on a personal level (Outdoor First Aid)
• I really liked when we used the nest to look for bug and I found a cricket/
grasshopper. I liked the bug plant I spy game we all played along the way. I loved
looking for stuff on the sheet, but I did Sting my Thumb. (I Spy day, Ranscombe
Farm Reserve)
• Amazing session - very informative - charismatic leader. Children and adults loved
it! Thank you! (Academy of Cuxton School session)
• I would like to say thank you for arranging an excellent day. We learned new skills,
enjoyed good weather and excellent company. Altogether spot on (Hedge Laying
Course)
• My granddaughter and I really enjoyed the Bat Walk - she has been telling all her
friends at school. Thank you (Walking Festival – Bat Walk)

(Bee Walk, Ranscombe)

(Walking Festival - Ranscombe)
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Access
Two Public Rights of Way paths have been improved this year including a 374m
section of path along the North Downs Way.
With our help, Trosley CP now has new series of interpretation panels highlighting
the natural and historical importance of the site.

(New Trosley Country Park Interpretation map designs)

(Access improvements completed by North
West Kent Countryside Partnership’s volunteer
team along the North Downs Way)

(North West Kent Countryside Partnership
volunteers posing with the new audio
bench, installed along the North Downs
Way).

Rural crime continues to negatively affect large of the country.
Through continued discussions with the Securing the Landscape
Initiative stakeholders and reports from Kent Police, we recognised
that gathering evidence and providing guidance to landowners
is key for safeguarding the countryside. Therefore, we are putting
together a digital toolkit, which will serve as a one stop guide for
prevention, evidence gathering and reporting antisocial activities.
(Downs Watch Disc)
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Events/walks
During our ‘Walk the Chalk’ festival, a total of 94 people
were able to enjoy 9 different walks with seven different
organisations donating their time to deliver the walks and
each walk having a different theme and location there was
something for all interests and abilities.
The bat walk at Cobham Wood proved to be the most
popular with 23 attendees. Fantastic feedback for all walks
and walks leaders was received.
The 2020 Walk the Chalk Festival had to be cancelled but
plans are in place to showcase some of the amazing walks
through our website and social media.

(Walk the chalk poster)

Family Fun Days run by the KCC Country Parks education team at Trosley Country
Park continue to be firm favourite with the public. The event was well attended and
activities, such as den building, toasted marshmallows, Arts & Crafts and a guided
walk were all immensely popular.
I-Spy Days, run by our partners, Medway Valley Countryside Partnership, were
equally popular, receiving high praise from attendees.
‘I really liked when we used the nest to look for bug and I found a cricket/
grasshopper. I liked the bug plant I spy game we all played along the way. I loved
looking for stuff on the sheet, but I did Sting my Thumb.’ (Child attendee)

(Bat walk, Cobham
Mausoleum in moon light)

(Walk the Chalk, Nashenden (Landscape walk, Cobham
Nature Reserve, child
woods, people looking at
looking out at field)
ancient trees)
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Challenges and Opportunities
Planning for year three

(Two people Looking out from Boxley Warren)

COVID
As for many other project and organisations, COVID-19 and the Lockdown had
a detrimental impact on the way we work and deliver our public engagement
events and training. During the last 4 months we had no choice but to cancel
work at schools and postpone until next year many public engagement events.
We were also not able to continue working with our volunteers to survey the many
hedgerows that crisscross the project area nor train more people in helping to
assess the condition of the many sites we have been working on for the last 3 years.
Nevertheless, the pandemic presented us with an opportunity to evaluate how
we perform our work and deliver our message and as a consequence we are now
better equipped to work remotely and able to use our social media channels more
effectively to highlight uniqueness of our project area.
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Despite being one member of staff down best part of the year, we were able
to work with our partners and increase the number of sites where habitat
improvement is now taking or will be taking place in the coming months. Two
National Trust sites are now part of the project and the Cobtree Young Farmers
Club is fast putting into place all the infrastructure necessary to manage Forstal
Field through conservation grazing. We are also looking forward to work
with MDCV UK in increasing habitat connectivity in the Luddesdown area by
restoring ancient hedgerows and improving the management of some of the
grassland areas dotted across the vineyard.
Volunteer help is crucial for managing many of our sites and unfortunately this
year we saw the Friends of Boxley Warren group disbanding after many years of
work. We hope that by setting up a Corporate Volunteering Programme with
Kent County Council, we can continue their legacy and help to maintain this
iconic Local Nature Reserve.
Although there has been some interest in our student bursary scheme, we
haven’t been able to reach our annual target for bursaries. Broadening the
scheme and recruiting a trainee for 9 months has been a good move. This has
allowed us to dedicate more time to send our message across social media and
paying more attention to data gathering and analysis whilst providing a unique
learning opportunity to a talented graduate.
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Think of the Future
We are committed to making changes in the way we work and the products we
use to help reduce the use of plastic in the environment. While we have a long
way to go to become plastic free, this year one measure we have made is to stop
using plastic tree guards and have opted for cardboard guards which are fully
biodegradable. To learn more about the guards visit https://gogreenguards.com/

(Greenguards tree guard around newly planted trees at Blue Bell Hill)

(The project area and reconnecting with colleagues, whilst keeping social distances)
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Tel: 03000 410348
oldchalknewdowns.org.uk

